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Mandala Coloring Books For Adults Relaxation - 100
Coloring Pages For Meditation And Happiness Unleash
your creativity through relaxation while coloring these
stunning meditation mandala patterns. You will forget
about time, free yourself from worries and find a balance
in your life with the best 98+ mandala patterns created
by One Touch Publishing specifically for this book.
Successful coloring! Why will you love this coloring...
Relaxing coloring book. Your worries will disappear from
each page during coloring. Both-sided pages. Each
coloring page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid
spilling. Beautiful illustrations. We have included 100
new designs that you have not seen anywhere else.
What colors will you choose for this book? Professional
design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 x 11
inch; 21.59 x 27.94 cm dimensions;. Great for all skill
levels. Simple beautiful designs are suitable for beginner
level but do not make you bored. Makes a wonderful gift.
Know someone who likes coloring? Give them a copy!
Adult Coloring Book is perfect for: Birthday Gifts,
Valentine's Day, Halloween Gifts, Mother's Day
Christmas & More Easter Gifts & Basket Stuffers
Summer Travel & Vacation Fun Christmas Gifts &
Stocking Stuffers ...or just for relaxation. Happy coloring!
Mandala Coloring Books For Adults Relaxation - friendly
for beginners. This will help to cope with boredom and
difficult times, have fun, create art with your own hands.
You should not be angry and stressed. Instead, you can
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relax, make friends, and feel like an artist. Smile and
color!THIS COLORING WILL HELP YOU...overcome
stress and anxietyrest and relax after a hard dayfeel like
an artist and get a rush of creative inspirationfind friends
among the same colorists as youdecorate your home
with your own artfind a quick gift for any occasionget rid
of boring waiting in lines - take a coloring book with
youincrease time spent with your child and deepen your
relationshipreduce the risk of dementiaorganize the
learning process of schoolchildren if you are a
teacher"There are 48 single side mandalas in this book,
and all are lovely. A lot of them have some finer detail,
and any colorist who enjoys mandalas would be very
pleased with this book. Very happy with this book, highly
recommended."WHY WILL YOU LOVE THIS
COLORING...?Relaxing coloring book. Your worries will
disappear from each page during coloring.?One-sided
pages. Each coloring page is printed on a separate sheet
to avoid spilling.?Beautiful illustrations. We have
included 48 new designs that you have not seen
anywhere else. What colors will you choose for this
book??Professional design. Premium glossy cover
design, large 8.5"x 11" format.?Great for all skill levels.
Simple beautiful designs are suitable for beginner level
but do not make you bored.?Makes a wonderful gift.
Know someone who likes coloring? Give them a
copy!?Digital copy. Additionally, each buyer can receive
a digital coloring copy.MANDALA COLORING BOOK IS
PERFECT FOR: Birthday Gifts, Valentine's Day,
Mother's DayHalloween & MoreEaster Gifts & Basket
StuffersSummer Travel & VacationFun Christmas Gifts &
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Stocking Stuffers ...or just for relaxation. Happy coloring!
Mandala symmetry provides the canvas for 30 fanciful
designs populated by dragonflies, daisies, seashells, and
other motifs from nature and set into arrangements of
leaves, vines, trees, and other flora.
It's official - coloring is good for you! As well as creating
a sense of stillness and wellness, it also stimulates motor
skills and creativity, leaving you with a satisfying sense
of accomplishment. The Calm Coloring Book contains
gorgeous images of birds, leaves, flowers, fish,
butterflies and tranquil landscapes to sooth the mind and
please the senses. By coloring in the outlines you will destress your mind and create your own beautiful artworks.
* Includes 60 designs * Printed on thick, high-quality
paper * The images appear on single-sided pages to
prevent bleed-through Put your worries on hold, pick up
your crayons, pencils or felt-tips, and get ready to
unleash your creative side...
Viewed as the key to self-knowledge and inner peace in
Eastern traditions, a mandala is a symbolic spiritual
image which, when meditated on, can bring about
profound transformation. Featuring imagery from a range
of spiritual and religious traditions, as well as from the
natural world, this wonderful book offers a superb
collection of black and white mandala artworks for you to
colour in, plus guided meditations for every image, and a
further section of basic line templates for you to create
your own mandala designs.
Mandala Coloring Books For Adults Relaxation - 100
Coloring Pages For Meditation And Happiness Unleash
your creativity through relaxation while coloring these
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stunning meditation mandala patterns. You will forget
about time, free yourself from worries and find a balance
in your life with the best 98+ mandala patterns created
by One Touch Publishing specifically for this book.
Successful coloring! Why will you love this coloring...
Relaxing coloring book. Your worries will disappear from
each page during coloring. One-sided pages. Each
coloring page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid
spilling. Beautiful illustrations. We have included 100
new designs that you have not seen anywhere else.
What colors will you choose for this book? Professional
design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 x 11
inch; 21.59 x 27.94 cm dimensions;. Great for all skill
levels. Simple beautiful designs are suitable for beginner
level but do not make you bored. Makes a wonderful gift.
Know someone who likes coloring? Give them a copy!
Adult Coloring Book is perfect for: Birthday Gifts,
Valentine's Day, Halloween Gifts, Mother's Day
Christmas & More Easter Gifts & Basket Stuffers
Summer Travel & Vacation Fun Christmas Gifts &
Stocking Stuffers ...or just for relaxation. Happy coloring!
AMAZON BEST SELLER | BEST GIFT IDEAS This
incredible adult coloring book by best-selling artist is the
perfect way to relieve stress and aid relaxation while
enjoying beautiful and highly detailed images. Each
coloring page will transport you into a world of your own
while your responsibilities will seem to fade away... Use
Any of Your Favorite Tools Including colored pencils,
pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per Page
Each image is printed on black-backed pages to prevent
bleed-through. Display Your Artwork You can display
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your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Two
Copies of Every Image Enjoy coloring your favorite
images a second time, color with a friend, or have an
extra copy in case you make a mistake. Includes FREE
Digital Version As a special bonus, you can download a
PDF and print your favorite images to as many times as
you want. Now on Sale Regular Price: $9.99 | SAVE
$6.99, 60% OFF | Limited time only. Makes the Perfect
Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and make
them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together.
Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax... Scroll to the top of
the page and click the buy button.
A big mandala designs to easily color for relaxing fun.
Each mandala is printed on one side of each large 8.5" x
11" pages Mandalas Coloring Books. A great gift idea for
kids and adults who prefer large print. Coloring Book For
Adults: 110 Mandalas Pages: Stress Relieving Mandala
Designs for Adults Relaxation, this adult coloring book
has 55 stress relieving mandala designs to provide hours
of fun, calm, relaxation and stress relief through creative
expression. Designs range in complexity and detail from
beginner to expert-level. You will Love this Coloring
Book. It offers: Stress Relieving Designs that are Great
for Relaxation. Each coloring page is designed to provide
calmness and relaxation as you channelize your
energies for creative expression. Beautiful Artwork and
Designs. Well-crafted illustrations and designs that lay
the groundwork for you to create your own frame-worthy
masterpieces. High Resolution Printing. Each image is
printed in high resolution to offer crisp, sharp designs
that enable trouble free coloring and high quality display.
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Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a singlesided page, so that you can use a broad variety of
coloring choices without fearing bleed through.
Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to display
your masterpieces. Suitable for All Skill Levels. This
coloring book offers a broad variety of designs suited for
all skill levels - ranging from beginner to expert level. A
Great Gift of Mandalas Designs. Coloring books make a
wonderful gift and Aidhouse Press coloring books are
frequently one of the most gifted items. About Aidhouse
Press: Aidhouse Press creates a wide range of coloring
books that help you relax, unwind, and express your
creativity. Explore the entire Aidhouse Press collection to
find your next coloring adventure. Buy Now & Relax.
Scroll to the top of the page and click the Add to Cart
button.
We are very proud to say that we have we've partnered
with the world's finest community of adult coloring
enthusiasts to bring you the greatest variety of 100
amazing mandala illustrations, perfect for every age and
skill level. We hope you'll enjoy our Large 100 Mandalas
for Relaxation and Meditation Coloring Book writing
Blank Journal for adult Relaxation in the letter size 8.5 x
11 inch; 21.59 x 27.94 cm as much as we did creating it
for you. Here is a beautiful portable journal suitable for
School, Work or Home! This pretty, lined, Faux Glitter
notebook is perfect for any class or course in school, but
is also useful for taking notes, recipes, to do lists,
sketching, writing, organizing, doodling, drawing, prompt
book, journaling and brainstorming. Journal features
include: 100 white pages with Diffrtent Mandala Images
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Stress Management. Gorgeous designed cover. Large
letter size 8.5 x 11 inch; 21.59 x 27.94 cm dimensions;
The ideal large size for all purposes, fitting perfectly into
your back pack or satchel. The bold white paper is sturdy
enough to be used with fountain pens. Reliable
standards Book industry perfect binding (the same
standard binding as the books in your local library).
Tough glossy paperback. Crisp white paper, with quality
that minimizes ink bleed-through. The book is great for
either pen or pencil users. Journals are the perfect gift
for any occasion. Click The Buy Button At The Top Of
The Page To Begin.
100 unique, hand-drawn patterns designed to relax the
mind. "Every child is an artist. The problem is how to
remain an artist once he grows up." --Pablo Picasso
Coloring brings the artist out in everyone – it’s so easy
and welcoming. It’s also very good for the mind.
Meditation drawing teacher Cher Kaufmann has seen the
effects of coloring at work in her sold-out classes. She
provides students with patterns of mandalas and other
designs, some colored markers, and watches everyone
relax. With each stroke of color, body and thoughts drift
into a calm place. Recent studies attest to the power of
drawing as well. Whether you have always enjoyed
drawing and coloring, or are new to it, you'll find yourself
mesmerized by the beautiful pen-and-ink patterns in this
collection.
Zenful Mandala Coloring BookFeaturing: 51 beautiful
coloring pages for mindful meditation Wide range of
unique designs to suit your many moods and coloring
styles. Coloring pages that are as simple, or complex as
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you'd like - No rules. No restrictions. Never seen before
3D Mandala to give your coloring pages a whole new
perspective. Single-sided printing to avoid "bleed-thru".
Love coloring? You'll love Zenful MandalaSee what our
happy customers are saying..."I am not a fan of colouring
in books, but I'm making an exception with the Zenful
Mandala Colouring Book. It's relaxing and easy to do. l
like that the drawings are soothing, enjoyable and
relaxing. The mandalas are all so beautiful and inspiring.
I really enjoyed working with this colouring book and
highly recommend it. It did all that it was intended to do.I
have a spare one for a gift - and I know it will be well
received." Judy T. "I LOVE this book. It is the first
content that has actually made we want to sit down and
colour. I love the mandalas. I will be buying more as gifts
for my colouring in friends." Jane B.
Mandala coloring book for adults: Meditation, Relaxation
& Stress Relief 40 BEAUTIFUL MANDALAS for adults
BLACK PAGES: great contrast, especially in neon colors
ONE SIDE PRINTED: The following design is not
affected BONUS: 60 FREE Mandala designs to print
STRESS RELIEF: the coloring of the mandalas helps
relieve stress and relax Different levels of difficulty: from
medium to very intricate Mandala coloring book for
adults description Coloring books for adults offer the
perfect opportunity to relax and unwind. Mandala
designs are especially helpful in stress relief. A perfect
alternative to yoga. Johanna Basford has triggered the
Megahype around the Coloring Books. She is probably
the best-known coloring book author. Her coloring
pictures are an inspiration for many drawing fans.
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Mandalas are originally from Buddhism. They have a
meditative and relaxing effect on the viewer. That is why
Mandala coloring pages are so popular. The originals for
painting are usually arranged round and symmetrical.
Many people also know it under the name Zen design.
Through the black background, the mandalas come into
their own. The contrast between the background and the
motifs is very large due to the dark paper. Thus, the
mandalas shine particularly well when they are painted
with neon colors or glittering pens. When painting, you
can completely relax and recharge your batteries. Forget
the worries of the stressful everyday life and let yourself
be completely on the respective motive. Get free from
time pressure and commitments. Do not set a time limit
for the motive and resist the urge to finish quickly. Let
yourself drop and come to rest. The concentration while
coloring can completely switch off the brain. It acts as a
meditation and a state of balance returns. In addition, the
creativity is stimulated and encouraged. This coloring
book for adults includes 40 mandalas with different
degrees of difficulty. It is suitable for beginners as well as
for advanced. Tips for drawing We opted for a large print
(slightly smaller than DIN A4) of our Mandala coloring
book. So the coloring pictures are large and easy to
paint. For very good results we recommend crayons.
Both normal and artist pencils are suitable. For example:
Faber-Castell Polychromos, KOH-I-NOOR Polycolor,
Sanford Prismacolor or Lyra Rembrandt. The mandalas
can also serve as a template for their own creations.
Simply cut the motif and use it as a template. This
stimulates creativity. Even children can have fun with a
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coloring book for adults. It is wonderful when the hobbies
of big and small are the same. Paint along with your
children. BONUS: 60 FREE Mandala designs to print
Have fun with this beautiful Mandala coloring book.
Get FREE BONUS 220+ Mandala Patterns (NOTE: No
Email Necessary) BOUGHT PAPERBACK VERSION? Don't Worry!! You can download FREE BONUS 220+
Mandala Patterns printable PDF version from a link
located at the end of the book Welcome to an
inspirational world of coloring! Use these mandala
patterns to reduce your stress and increase your
creativity Relax and explore your creative side with the
best-selling Adult Coloring Book. With a focus on beauty
and variety, this book will delight and entertain beginners
to advanced colorists. Reasons to Buy Adult Coloring
Book Experience the de-stressing effects of coloring.
Learn how to focus on the joy of coloring not the stress
of anxiety. Ignite your imagination to your childhood, a
period where you had no worries. Discover how to enter
into a more creative, freer state. Become a part of a
movement that is taking the world by a peaceful storm.
TAGS: adult coloring books best sellers, coloring books
for adults relaxation, artists illustrators, mandalas, stress
relieving patterns, coloring pages for adults, meditation,
mindfulness meditation, nature mandalas coloring books
for grownups, anti-stress management. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mandala Coloring Books For Adults Relaxation - 50
Coloring Pages For Meditation And Happiness Unleash
your creativity through relaxation while coloring these
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stunning meditation mandala patterns. You will forget
about time, free yourself from worries and find a balance
in your life with the best 40 mandala patterns created by
artist Viktoriya Yakubouskaya specifically for this book.
Successful coloring! Why will you love this coloring...
Relaxing coloring book. Your worries will disappear from
each page during coloring. One-sided pages. Each
coloring page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid
spilling. Beautiful illustrations. We have included 40 new
designs that you have not seen anywhere else. What
colors will you choose for this book? Professional design.
Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.
Great for all skill levels. Simple beautiful designs are
suitable for beginner level but do not make you bored.
Makes a wonderful gift. Know someone who likes
coloring? Give them a copy! Adult Coloring Book is
perfect for: Birthday Gifts, Valentine's Day, Mother's Day
Halloween & More Easter Gifts & Basket Stuffers
Summer Travel & Vacation Fun Christmas Gifts &
Stocking Stuffers ...or just for relaxation. Happy coloring!

A great mandala coloring book!
Mandala Coloring Book for Teens contains 50
beautiful mandalas that are perfect for teens,
tweens, and adults who prefer less intricate designs.
Large 8 1/2 by 11 pages are printed single side to
minimize bleed through and make them easy to
remove and display. Crisp bold lines make coloring
relaxing and enjoyable.
Experience yoga for your mind with 50 unique,
beautiful, and intricate mandala coloring designs.
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Enhance your creativity and increase your serenity
as you mindfully color these mandala coloring
pages. A mandala for every mood - pick from a
variety of difficulty levels, from medium to intricate
and complex. Focus on the art of coloring with clean,
crisp lines in every drawing on a bright, white
background. No pixelation! Bonus - get a FREE,
downloadable PDF of all 50 mandalas. These highquality, free printable coloring pages allow you the
ultimate control over your paper quality. Single-sided
coloring pages - these one-sided adult coloring
pages have one picture printed on each piece of
paper. Easy to use - the inside margin of this adult
coloring book is large enough to allow you to easily
finish coloring the mandala. You can cut out your
masterpiece if you don't want to use the free
printable coloring pages from the downloadable
PDF. Get ready to relieve stress and get creative.
When your mind is racing and your body overflows
with stress, grab your favorite coloring medium and
this book. Spend a few minutes adding color to these
mandalas to color your way to peace and serenity.
Coloring when it's used as an active form of
meditation can help you achieve mindfulness,
experience flow, find greater balance and calm in
your life, replace negative thoughts with positive,
reduce anxiety, and de-stress. Coloring is yoga for
the mind. How is coloring like yoga for the mind?
How can coloring exercise and strengthen your
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mind? While at the same time lowering your stress
and anxiety? The answer is both simple and
complex. The simple answer is that the brain is an
amazing thing. Like exercising any other part of the
body, when we exercise the part of the brain that
helps us relax and calm down, that part of the brain
(the prefrontal cortex) gets stronger. The amazing
thing is when we make our prefrontal cortex
stronger, the fear and anxiety part of our brain (the
amygdala) gets weaker. That's why mindful coloring
can have so many great benefits for our bodies. This
takes regular, daily time and effort, just like any other
exercise. But at least this kind of exercise is fun!
Who will like Serenity: 50 Mandalas for Mindful
Meditation? People who like: coloring books for
grown-ups coloring books for teens coloring books
for older kids coloring books for girls coloring books
for boys (The flowing, geometric designs in many of
the mandalas are equally appealing to both
genders.) geometric coloring books complex coloring
books stress relief coloring books advanced coloring
books detailed coloring books mandala coloring
books intricate coloring books If you want unique
mandalas to color that you can't find anywhere else,
then buy Serenity: 50 Mandalas for Mindful
Meditation today.
Mandala Coloring Book for Stress-free Relaxation,
It's an Awesome Kids Mandala Coloring Book With
Fun, Over 99 Mandalas for Calming Children Down,
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Best Way to Teach and Practice Coloring Your Kids,
Mandala Coloring Books for Children. This Mandala
Coloring Book is Designed for Relaxation,
Meditation, and Happiness. Features: Professional
Design 99 Unique Mandalas Design Dimensions: 8.5
"X 11" Inches Perfect Size to Carry Anywhere Easy
Mandala Illustrations for All Skill Levels The Mandala
Coloring Book Makes a Wonderful Gift for Girls,
Boys, Daughter, Sister, Brother, Niece, Nephew or
Cousin on Birthdays, Halloween, Anniversaries, New
Years, Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving, Graduation,
Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day or Any
Special Occasion.
100 Mandala Images A comfortable and convenient
8" x 10" size Mandala coloring books for adults
relieve stress, aid relaxation and let melt away as
you give your artistic side the center stage. Passed
inspection and edit the images were clear, round and
lines are black. that get sold are good and clear.
100 beautiful and unique mandalas for adults and
kids relaxation. 100 detailed and stress-relieving
mandala designs for adults and kids. Basic,
intermediate and advanced designs, everyone can
have fun! A wide variety of designs, with small and
larger spaces you can color with crayons, colored
pencils, gel pens, markers. It's the perfect gift idea.
What are you waiting for? Order "100 Greatest
Mandalas Coloring book", relax, unleash your
creativity and make some great art with these
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beautiful and uniqua mandalas designs.
Discover the restorative power of mandala
meditation Relax your body, calm your mind, and
promote overall well-being with The Art of Mandala
Meditation. This gorgeous collection features
inspirational instruction and more than eighty colorful
mandala illustrations that will help you find the
comfort, healing, or inspiration you've been seeking.
With these mesmerizing designs, you'll finally be
able to ease your mind and free yourself from the
obstacles that keep you from achieving inner peace.
This book also includes customizable blank
mandalas to further your meditation and guide you
even deeper into tranquility. This beautiful volume is
a must-have for anyone looking to live a more
balanced life.
Mandala Coloring Books For Adults Relaxation - 40
Coloring Pages For Meditation And Happiness
Unleash your creativity through relaxation while
coloring these stunning meditation mandala patterns.
You will forget about time, free yourself from worries
and find a balance in your life with the best 40
mandala patterns created by artist Viktoriya
Yakubouskaya specifically for this book. Successful
coloring! Why will you love this coloring... Relaxing
coloring book. Your worries will disappear from each
page during coloring. One-sided pages. Each
coloring page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid
spilling. Beautiful illustrations. We have included 40
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new designs that you have not seen anywhere else.
What colors will you choose for this book?
Professional design. Premium glossy cover design,
large 8.5 "x 11" format. Great for all skill levels.
Simple beautiful designs are suitable for beginner
level but do not make you bored. Makes a wonderful
gift. Know someone who likes coloring? Give them a
copy! Digital copy. Additionally each buyer can
receive a digital coloring copy. Adult Coloring Book
is perfect for: Birthday Gifts, Valentine's Day,
Mother's Day Halloween & More Easter Gifts &
Basket Stuffers Summer Travel & Vacation Fun
Christmas Gifts & Stocking Stuffers ...or just for
relaxation. Happy coloring!
Meditation instructor, Deepak Chopra protégé,
director of Meditation Wanderlust Hollywood, and
Lululemon ambassador Megan Monahan presents a
no-nonsense guide to meditation for everyday soulsearchers. This modern guide to meditation from
instructor Megan Monahan takes readers beyond
empty Instagram truisms to the simple yet effective
ways to "meditate their way through the bad shit and
into the good shit." With a fresh voice and
perspective, Monahan presents a set of tools
grounded in a meditation technique that is
impossible to screw up. With her help, you'll unpack
the five spiritual mindsets (Presence, Acceptance,
Intention, Nonjudgment, and Trust, aka PAINT) that
are key to moving out of constriction and fear and
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into a more expansive space within yourself and
your life. Ultimately, you will quickly notice, at any
triggering moment, where you're getting stuck and
how to more consciously move through it. The good
news? This process is applicable to everything in
your life, from missing a flight to seeing your ex's
engagement photo on social media to losing your
job. Wouldn't it be nice to not be completely leveled
by any of those occurrences? Plot twist: After
reading this book, taking the quizzes, and doing the
themed meditations . . . you won't be!
### LIMITED TIME OFFER ### ( Regular Price
16.99 ) The Mandala Coloring Book - XL Edition Find
the original edition here:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1543128955 100
Mandala Coloring Pages! Volume 1 Inspire
Creativity, Reduce Stress, and Bring Balance with
100 Mandala Coloring Pages. Bring Meditation,
Mindfulness, Relaxation, Stress Relief, and Peace
with these Sacred Circles. - Images are printed on
the front of pages only. - You Can use colored
pencils, pens or markers. Enhance your creativity
and inspire your mind. Stress relieving through
creativity. BONUS - Visit coloringlovers.com for Free
Printable Coloring Pages and much more! This
coloring book for adults and kids contains awesome
illustrations of Mandala designs. You can use these
sacred circles to calm your mind, relieve stress, and
manage anxiety in a therapeutic way. The designs
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are of various difficulty levels and the images are
printed on the fronts of pages only, so you don't
need to worry about bleed-through if you choose to
use markers. Buy Now, and Begin Your Coloring
Journey of Fantasy and Imagination! Scroll to the top
of the page and click the buy button.
2018 GIFT IDEAS - COLORING BOOKS FOR
GROWN-UPS - ANTISTRESS "Drink your tea slowly
and reverently, as if it is the axis on which the world
earth revolves - slowly, evenly, without rushing
toward the future; live the actual moment. Only this
moment is life." ---Thich Nhat Hanh Experience
mindful meditation as you color these mandala
designs & patterns. For centuries, mandalas have
provided an elevated level of guidance to those
seeking peace, inspiration, and a deeper connection
to the world around them. Use these peaceful
patterns to help you find tranquility and balance in
your life. Featuring 30 mandala pages for
contemplation and introspection, this coloring book
for adults encourages you to use your imagination to
create vibrant patterns that reveal your hidden
creative potential and bring you closer to your true
self. Each intricate design will draw your eye inward,
shifting your focus toward your center and allowing
you to fully relax your mind as you express yourself
through these beautifully complex illustrations. This
adult coloring book will help you find your inner calm
and creativity every day. Happy Coloring! Product
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Details: Printed single-sided on bright white paper
Premium matte cover finish Soothing seamless
patterns on reverse pages Perfect for all coloring
mediums High quality 60 pound paper stock Large
format 8.5" wide x 11.0" tall pages The Papeterie
Bleu collection includes: Mom Life: A Snarky Adult
Coloring Book - ISBN 1533270775 Nurse Life: A
Snarky Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533081964
Teacher Life: A Snarky Adult Coloring Book - ISBN
1533134065 Dad Life: A Manly Adult Coloring Book ISBN 153331568X Mindful Mandalas: A Mandala
Coloring Book - ISBN 1530608759 Southern
Sayings & Sass: A Chalkboard Coloring Book - ISBN
1533320578 Scribbles & Doodles: A Coloring
Journal - ISBN 1945888237 Wonderland at Midnight:
A Fantasy Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533528500
Soothing! Inspirational! Detailed! Calming! A
soothing coloring book for stress-relief and creative
meditation!Contains 40 large, mostly square in
shape, unique, beautiful, intricate, and detailed
mandala designs, based on floral, abstract and
geometrical elements to color with pleasure!
Designed to keep you entertained, inspired, relaxed,
and in peace with the Universe! Designed to keep
you inspired, relaxed, mindful and positive! A great
and a unique gift for a beloved person! Not too
simple and not too complex! Great for adults, kids
and teenagers! Ideal for intermediate and advanced
level colorists! Professionally illustrated designs - all
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- 100% original artwork! Contains square and some
circular in shape mandalas Best for colored pencils
and crayons All mandalas are one-sided print on
white paper A glossy cover finish NO duplicates NO
too thick lines NO filled in areas NO black areas NO
gray shades NO grayscale areas
2018 GIFT IDEAS | COLOURING BOOKS FOR
GROWN-UPS | ANTISTRESS "Drink your tea slowly
and reverently, as if it is the axis on which the world
earth revolves - slowly, evenly, without rushing
toward the future; live the actual moment. Only this
moment is life." ---Thich Nhat Hanh Experience
mindful meditation as you colour these mandala
designs & patterns. For centuries, mandalas have
provided an elevated level of guidance to those
seeking peace, inspiration, and a deeper connection
to the world around them. Use these peaceful
patterns to help you find tranquility and balance in
your life. Featuring 30 mandala patterns for
contemplation and introspection, this colouring book
for adults encourages you to use your imagination to
create vibrant patterns that reveal your hidden
creative potential and bring you closer to your true
self. Each intricate design will draw your eye inward,
shifting your focus toward your center and allowing
you to fully relax your mind as you express yourself
through these beautifully complex illustrations. This
adult colouring book will help you find your inner
calm and creativity every day. Happy Colouring!
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Product Details: Printed single-sided on bright white
paper Premium matte cover finish Soothing
seamless patterns on reverse pages Perfect for all
colouring mediums High quality 90gsm paper stock
Large format 22cm x 28cm pages
Free your mind with these enlightening mandala
designs! For centuries, mandalas have provided an
elevated level of guidance to those seeking peace,
inspiration, and a deeper connection to the world
around them. Now, with The Mandala Coloring Book,
you can use these sacred circles to help you find
tranquility and balance in your life. Featuring 100
customizable mandala drawings, this book
encourages you to use your imagination to create
vibrant patterns that reveal your hidden creative
potential and bring you closer to your true self. Each
intricate design will draw your eye inward, shifting
your focus toward your center and allowing you to
fully relax your mind as you express yourself through
these beautifully complex illustrations. Complete with
expert instruction and helpful design tips, The
Mandala Coloring Book will help you find your inner
calm and creativity every day.
We are very proud to say that we have we've partnered with
the world's finest community of adult coloring enthusiasts to
bring you the greatest variety of amazing mandala
illustrations, perfect for every age and skill level. We hope
you'll enjoy our Large 101 Greatest Mandalas Coloring Book
Writing Blank Journal for Adults in the letter size 8.5 x 11 in;
21.59 x 27.94 cm as much as we did creating it for you. Here
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is a beautiful portable journal suitable for all budding
songwriters and musicians. Journal features include: 110
white pages with 101 Different Mandala Flower Design.
Bonus and Color test Squares (Test your colors here and use
this page as a reference guide). Gorgeous designed cover.
Tough glossy paperback. 101 Large letter size 8.5 x 11 inch;
(21.59 x 27.94 cm) dimensions; The ideal large size for all
purposes, fitting perfectly into your back pack or satchel. The
bold white paper is sturdy enough to be used with fountain
pens. Reliable standards Book industry perfect binding (the
same standard binding as the books in your local library).
Crisp white paper, with quality that minimizes ink bleedthrough. The book is great for either pen or pencil users.
Journals are the perfect gift for any occasion. Click The Buy
Button At The Top Of The Page To Begin.
Great Gift Idea - Over 50 Unique Images Relax with a wide
variety of mandalas in this incredible coloring book for adults.
Includes both simple and intricate designs to accommodate
any skill level, see back cover for a few of the designs
included in the book. Over 50 unique mandalas to color (no
duplicates) Printed single sided so each design has its own
page Black back pages prevent bleed through Buy now and
have fun with your new coloring book!
Get FREE BONUS 220+ Mandala Patterns (NOTE: No Email
Necessary) BOUGHT PAPERBACK VERSION? - Don't
Worry!! You can also download FREE BONUS 220+ Mandala
Patterns printable PDF version from a link located at the end
of the book Welcome to an inspirational world of coloring! Use
these mandala patterns to reduce your stress and increase
your creativity Relax and explore your creative side with the
best-selling Adult Coloring Book. With a focus on beauty and
variety, this book will delight and entertain beginners to
advanced colorists. Reasons to Buy Adult Coloring Book
Experience the de-stressing effects of coloring. Learn how to
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focus on the joy of coloring not the stress of anxiety. Ignite
your imagination to your childhood, a period where you had
no worries. Discover how to enter into a more creative, freer
state. Become a part of a movement that is taking the world
by a peaceful storm. TAGS: adult coloring books best sellers,
coloring books for adults relaxation, artists illustrators,
mandalas, stress relieving patterns, coloring pages for adults,
meditation, mindfulness meditation, nature mandalas coloring
books for grownups, anti-stress management.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mandala Coloring Book for All Ages - 50 Unique Designs
Created Exclusively from Squares This 8"x10" coloring book
is perfect for adults and children. The book progresses from
simple designs at the beginning of the book and gradually
gets more complex with each design until you reach the most
complex designs at the end of the book. Coloring mandalas
has been shown to have many benefits, including: stress
relief, boosted immune system, lower blood pressure,
reduced anxiety, and a relaxed mind and body. Coloring
mandalas can be an act of meditation. It can help you to
focus your thoughts and connect with your creativity. It's also
fun! Features of this book: Unique Designs - the 50 designs in
this book were created just from squares. Single Sided - each
design is printed on only one side of a 60 lb pure white sheet
to prevent ink seepage onto a design on the back of the
page. Variety of Complexity - designs progress from simple to
complex, providing you a variety of difficulty levels to color.
Meditative Relaxation - coloring these geometric designs will
calm your mind and soothe your soul. For Everyone - anyone
from a child to a senior citizen will enjoy coloring the designs
in this book. Perfect activity to do with your grandkids! This
coloring book makes a perfect gift for everyone on your gift
giving list!
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Traditional Celtic patterns combine spirals and swirls with
natural motifs in 31 original mandala designs. Interwoven
images of animals, birds, flowers, and vines provide countless
hours of relaxing and meditative coloring.
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